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__________________________________________ 1 

Keynote Speaker 2 

UMB CURE STEM Expo 3 

__________________________________________ 4 

Shereen Farquharson is a current 7th grade 5 
student attending Green Street Academy in 6 
West Baltimore. She is an honor roll student 7 
who enjoys science, learning, and helping 8 
others. Shereen represented CURE at the 9 
Maryland Business Roundtable Business 10 
Annual Meeting where she met 11 
Congressman C.A. Dutch Ruppersberger. 12 
When she first began CURE in 2016, she 13 
wanted to be a Central Intelligance agent, 14 
now, she wants to be a cardiologist. 15 
Shereen was selected by the UMB CURE 16 
leadership team and her mentors to deliver 17 

the keynote address at the UMB STEM Expo because of her 18 
tremendous dedication to education and leadership. In her 19 
speech, she addresses exactly how UMB CURE has made such 20 
an impact on her life.  21 

 22 

 23 

SHEREEN 

FARQUHARSON 
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Cohort 2 
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__________________________________________ 1 

Transcript-Keynote Speaker 2 

Shereen Farquharson 3 

__________________________________________ 4 

Hello to all the parents, teachers, mentors, UMB Staff, and 5 
members of the community who are here today.  Thank you all for 6 
coming to UMB CURE Scholars Program STEM Expo. 7 

Today I will be speaking to you about one word that can 8 
equal two meanings. One meaning of this word is to save what is 9 
present, while the other meaning of the word will save the future.  10 

What is the first thought that comes to mind when you think of 11 
the word “cure”? Well when I think of the word cure, I think of 12 
saving lives.  However, “CURE” does not only mean saving lives 13 
with medicine that can cure sickness or disease.   “CURE” has a 14 
double meaning too. 15 

The UMB “CURE” Scholars program is here today to help 16 
middle school students like me become more interested in 17 
science, healthcare, and research and to prepare us for the 18 
future.  CURE has saved our lives by helping us to become the 19 
leaders of STEM focused jobs in the next few years.  Who knows, 20 
one of us may find a “cure” to a deadly disease or discover a new 21 
illness that researchers have not noticed before.  That is how one 22 
word, which is CURE, can have two different meanings that help 23 
the present and the future. 24 

By the show of hands how many of you are not from the 25 
United States of America or know someone who is not from the 26 
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United States of America?  Well, my family is from the Caribbean 1 
and came to the United States to become doctors, but they didn’t 2 
have the resources to reach that goal.  Based on this experience, I 3 
strongly believe that immigrants have many challenges to face 4 
when they want an education.  The first challenge my parents 5 
faced was trying to get to the United States for its education and 6 
opportunities.  Then, once they were here, they have to learn 7 
about the country, the healthcare system, the laws, and much 8 
more.  9 

By show of hands, how many people have parents or 10 
grandparents who are immigrants? Well, I know how that feels. 11 
Since my mom and dad are immigrants, they both work hard 12 
every day to make sure we are doing well in school so that we can 13 
be something good in life.  They make sure we know right from 14 
wrong and keep us connected to our native culture. So it makes 15 
me feel proud when I can teach my family some things about 16 
cancer research and healthcare that I learn from the UMB CURE 17 
Scholars Program.   18 

Many people who move to this country are sometimes afraid 19 
to go to doctors because they think the doctors want to hurt them 20 
or experiment on them.  When we (CURE Scholars) share the 21 
right information, those same people now become familiar with the 22 
healthcare system and know that doctors do not want to hurt 23 
them—they want to HELP them. 24 

Last year, while I was in sixth grade, I worked with Emani 25 
Malone to research Gestational Trophoblastic Disease. I learned 26 
so much during this experience including the fact that Asians are 27 
more affected by this disease than any other group.   28 
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Let me ask you another question.  Did you know some 1 
cancers can start because of stress? It might be the result of more 2 
than just stress, it might be a combination of things that are 3 
related to the stress.  For example, when people are stressed they 4 
tend to smoke, drink alcohol, overeat, they don’t sleep, and they 5 
don’t exercise.  These unhealthy habits can destroy  the body, 6 
which leads to infections and illnesses, including cancer.  7 

Already, just by sharing whatever information we have with 8 
our family and friends, we can help CURE problems that can 9 
affect African-Americans.  We can decrease the disparities among 10 
African Americans in the health care industry and also CURE 11 
health concerns that mainly affect people of color. So like I said 12 
when I first started my speech, for me, when I think of CURE, I 13 
think of saving lives! But the UMB CURE Scholars Program is not 14 
only about helping us do research and study healthcare so that we 15 
can save lives, the program is really saving lives in our 16 
communities because it gives us a chance to do something great 17 
for ourselves.       18 

Thank you CURE for being the cure! 19 
 20 
 21 
 22 
 23 
 24 
 25 
 26 
 27 
 28 
 29 
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Can Artificial Hearts Become Permanent? 1 
By: Tyon Gilmore 2 

 3 
My research is about how far we have come to getting and 4 
perfecting a permanent heart and talking about how this is a 5 
guardian angel and a death row machine at the same time. 6 
This research is also about our progress as humans and how 7 
we can speed up our progression. So, let's dive into the 8 
mysteries of artificial hearts. 9 
 10 
Let's get into my semi-confusing statement of how the artificial 11 
heart is a guardian angel and a death row machine. I choose 12 
these words because this is what our artificial hearts are right 13 
now. The estimated lifespan of a person with an artificial heart 14 
is only ten years. This isn't a lot of time to live, since the 15 
average human lifespan is 79 years. But this doesn't mean 16 
that on the day of your 79th birthday that you will drop dead. It 17 
just means that most people live to or near 79 years of age. 18 
But with these numbers now you might think how does this 19 
make it a death row machine if its goal is extend your life? It's 20 
because a patient who receives an artificial heart most likely 21 
won't live past ten years. It only allows him or her to live long 22 
enough to maybe receive a donor heart. 23 

 24 
When most people think about an artificial heart they think of a 25 
human looking heart but made in a lab or a full robotic looking 26 
heart. But in reality, the artificial heart is doesn’t look like metal or 27 
human skin. It looks like a clear plastic. This means scientists can 28 
easily see right through the heart when performing surgery. But 29 
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looks don't have anything to do with how the artificial heart 1 
works.  The goal of the artificial heart is to be as close to a normal 2 
heart as possible.  To achieve this, the artificial heart is divided 3 
into sections like a normal heart. 4 
 5 
Now this doesn’t mean go out and get an artificial heart so you 6 
can say you’re part robot.  Like people, the heart cannot just be 7 
made. It is a delicate organ that we still don't fully understand. 8 
Even though the heart is the reason why everybody on this earth 9 
is still alive, we still can't grasp how it does what it does.  So no 10 
matter how advanced the medical field gets, there is a high 11 
chance that we will never be able to know everything about the 12 
heart.  13 
 14 
This doesn't mean we will never create a permanent heart that 15 
keeps us alive for more than 30 years; it just means we will never 16 
create a heart like the exact one we were born with. However, the 17 
medical field has come a long way from what pacemakers and 18 
other heart supports were originally, and now scientists are trying 19 
to perfect the artificial heart.  20 
 21 
This graph shows the number of people waiting to receive 22 
heart transplants and the actual number of those who receive 23 
a transplant. Thanks to artificial hearts, the number has 24 
become slightly more stable in recent years, but it used to be 25 
worse. 26 
 27 
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 1 

 2 
Artificial hearts can help doctors and patients.  Even though it is 3 
only a temporary solution now, in the future it could be a 4 
permanent solution to heart disease, which is the number one 5 
killer of Americans. Patients need a good mental outlook to battle 6 
disease.  If people whose hearts fail believe that they can survive 7 
using artificial technology, then the artificial heart can give millions 8 
the hope and mental strength they need to fight this battle. 9 
Because three fourths of the battle isn't physical strength, it’s 10 
mental stability. 11 
 12 
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 1 

Asthma Health Disparities 2 
By: Ziara Peebles 3 

 4 
Asthma is a chronic disease of the airway, with excess mucus in 5 
your airways. Asthma affects 9.4% of children nationwide. In 6 
Baltimore City, 20% of individuals under 18 years of age have 7 
asthma. Asthma can be inherited from your parents. If one of a 8 
child’s parents have asthma, that child is 3 times more likely to 9 
have asthma.  If both parents have asthma, the odds that the child 10 
will have asthma are doubled.  11 
 12 
Factors that 13 
can make 14 
asthma worse 15 
are dust 16 
mites, mold, 17 
pollen, 18 
tobacco, 19 
perfumes, 20 
pests 21 
(roaches), 22 
and strong 23 
emotions or 24 
stressful 25 
situations. 26 
Pollution can 27 
make asthma 28 
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worse. The zip codes 21201, 21202, and 21215 have higher rates 1 
of asthma than other areas of Baltimore City.  Hospitalization rates 2 
for asthma are higher in Baltimore City than anywhere else in 3 
Maryland. Maryland’s hospitalization rates for asthma are the 4 
highest in the United States. 5 
 6 
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 1 
Automation 2 

By: Adrian Quinones-Terry and Mali Baysah 3 
 4 
Automation can help us make more products, because robots are 5 
more efficient and faster than human workers.  This means that 6 
people have more time to rest.  However, automation can also 7 
take people’s jobs, meaning that less people are able to work. The 8 
general public perception of automation is that people want fewer 9 
robots so people can keep their jobs and still make money to pay 10 
bills and taxes. While we normally think of automation as taking 11 
away people’s jobs, it will create new jobs, like programmers and 12 
engineers whose job is to build “mechanical minds.”   13 

 14 
Automation has been used to make fast food, candy, iPhones, 15 
cars, and clothes.  Scientists are also currently working to make 16 
automated cars that are self-driving.  According to CBS news, “In 17 
the U.S, that 180,000 taxi drivers, 600,000 Uber drivers and 3.5 18 
million truck drivers.” Since so many people have jobs driving, 19 
there are a lot of people who could lose their jobs to automation.   20 
 21 
Automation is used in the medical field, too.  It reduces the 22 
mechanical work that pharmacists have to do so they can give 23 
their attention to the patient.  Automation reduces human error in 24 
medicine, like the error of contamination.  Automation is used 25 
when surgical robots perform surgeries.  Man-size robots can lift 26 
and move patients and transport them throughout the hospital.   27 

 28 
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Scientists can use the information to try to test the impact of 1 
automation. There will likely be many problems with automation. 2 
For example, how do humans create machines that can make 3 
medicine? 4 
 5 
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New Developments in The Bionic Eye 1 

By: Darien Hall, Tai’yon Morris-Weaver, and Rocari Polk 2 
 3 

The bionic eye is important because it helps people who are blind 4 
or are losing their eyesight. The bionic eye provides partial sight to 5 
people with a certain form of blindness, meaning that it doesn’t 6 
work for everyone.  Scientists should dedicate their time to 7 
improving bionic eyes, because the people who are blind could 8 
perhaps lead more productive lives and could contribute more to 9 
society if they had their sight.  It is important for scientists and 10 
researchers in bionics to start talking to the public to find out what 11 
they think of this technology and how it might be applied. 12 
 13 
Many scientific researchers and many companies have been 14 
involved in the discovery, research, and production of the bionic 15 
eye.  It was discovered at University of Australia, University of 16 
California, and University of Baylor. Companies such as Second 17 
Sight and a French company called Pixium work to fix vision with 18 
eye implants.  A German firm Retinal Implant has done studies on 19 
eye implants, too.  20 
 21 
The bionic eye mimics the retina, or the part of the eye which 22 
helps us to see clearly. The bionic eye helps people with little to 23 
no eyesight so they can see much better. The bionic eye can cost 24 
up to $150,000.  Many people who would benefit from the bionic 25 
eye are unable to get it because of the high cost.  More research 26 
needs to be done to determine a cheaper way to create the bionic 27 
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eye, so that it can become more accessible to more people who 1 
need it. 2 
 3 
References:   4 
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/608844/blind-patients-to-test-5 
bionic-eye-brain-implants/ 6 
 7 
https://labiotech.eu/pixium-vision-bionic-implant-france/ 8 
 9 

 10 
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The Bionic Eye 1 

By: Cohen Croslin and Jayven Jefferson 2 
 3 
Our research is about the bionic eye (also called the Argus 2) and 4 
how it benefits humans. 5 
 6 
The bionic eye was invented by Mark Humayan in April 7 
2013.  Humayan began to invent the Bionic eye after his 8 
grandmother lost her sight.  Humayan wanted to create the bionic 9 
eye to benefit others like his grandmother.   10 
  11 
The first bionic eye was implanted in Manchester, United 12 
Kingdom. The first man to get a bionic was Ray Flyn at age 80. 13 
The bionic eye cost approximately $150,000 dollars not including 14 
fees. The bionic eye is a retina implant.  This means that it works 15 
for people who have retina damage but not for people who are 16 
completely blind.  This is because blindness is caused by damage 17 
to the optic nerve that runs straight to the brain, and the optic 18 
nerve cannot be replaced. 19 
 20 
The Argus 2 is used for people who have retina damage. The 21 
following can cause retina damage or even blindness:  elevated 22 
blood sugar (such as in diabetes or pre-diabetes), chronic 23 
inflammatory conditions (like rheumatoid arthritis os Crohn’s 24 
disease), heart disease or high blood pressure, or injury to the 25 
eye. 26 
 27 
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The bionic eye is useful, because it can improve quality of life for 1 
people in need.  Scientists can use the bionic eye as an example 2 
as they look to create more inventions that can support other 3 
people. 4 

 5 
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   The Fully Bionic Human 1 
            By Parris Green, Gavin Jones, and Anisa Shird 2 

 3 
In October 2013, Bertolt Meyers created the first bionic man out of 4 
a hodgepodge of artificial body parts and artificial 5 
intelligence.  Meyers named his fully bionic human Frank, short for 6 
for Frankenstein. Frank is nearly 7 feet tall and has the personality 7 
of a 13-year-old.  Frank has a human face, but it does not move 8 
when he talks.  Frank was made out of $1,000,000 worth of 9 
prosthetic body parts.   10 
 11 
The topic of fully bionic humans is important because it shows 12 
how smart humans can be, how smart robots can be, and what 13 
humans can create.  Scientists and researchers should dedicate 14 
their time to this topic in order to find ways to improve robotic 15 
humans and to use these robots for experiments.  In general, the 16 
public find it amazing that inventors have created a fully artificial 17 
human.  Meyers was interviewed on the news, and the interview 18 
had over 88,000 views.  Meyers and his creation of Frank were 19 
later featured on a documentary on YouTube.                                  20 
 21 
In conclusion, the creation of the fully bionic human is a big step 22 
forward in research.  Scientists and researchers can use the fully 23 
bionic human to research and solve health problems and other 24 
diseases.  Frank can be a reference for hard-to-solve medical 25 
problems.   26 

 27 
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 1 

Female Breast Cancer: New Discoveries 2 
By: Markia Eubanks, Ayishat Yussuf, and Zykera Jenkins 3 

 4 
Breast cancer is a cancer that forms in the cells of the breasts. 5 
More than 200,000 women are diagnosed with breast cancer each 6 
year. It is the second most common cancer in women.  7 
There are many major discoveries in female breast cancer 8 
research, which shows that the greatest minds in science are 9 
working hard to overcome this disease and find a cure or effective 10 
treatment. Scientists are finding more effective and helpful 11 
treatments towards winning the battle against breast cancer. Even 12 
though it’s tricky to spot the findings of the breast cancer, scientist 13 
still try to raise awareness and do lots of research.  14 
 15 
One new treatment for breast cancer is a therapy called proton 16 
therapy. Proton therapy offers the most advanced treatment called 17 
pencil beaming. It protects much of the normal tissue and delivers 18 
an increased dose to the tumor. The Maryland Proton Treatment 19 
Center is one of only 7 Proton Treatment Centers on the east 20 
coast of the United States. Some people are still skeptical about 21 
the proton treatment, but it has shown promising results.  22 
 23 
Breast cancer research should continue to be funded because we 24 
can find a cure for patients and improve the lives of those people. 25 
We would also improve the lives of their families as well.  26 

 27 

 28 
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 1 

Cervical Cancer 2 
By: Aniyaa Green and Jasmine Margaritas 3 

 4 
The topic of cervical cancer is important because it’s a deadly 5 
cancer that affects women of every race.  Scientists and 6 
researchers should dedicate the time to find cures so that getting 7 
cervical cancer can’t kill or affect you.  If scientists dedicate time to 8 
research cervical cancer, they can find preventions or ointments 9 
that could help the growing cancerous cells to slow down.   10 

New research has shown that the Human Papillomavirus (HPV) 11 
usually causes cervical cancer and could cause other cancer-like 12 
cells to spread throughout your body.  Dr. George Papanicolaou 13 
discovered the Pap smear, which led to the early detection of 14 
cervical cancer.  In a pap smear, the doctor gently scrapes cells 15 
from a woman’s cervix (the opening of the uterus) and examines 16 
them for cancerous cells.  Screenings that happen too frequently 17 
may cause discomfort or irritation.   18 

The discoveries can be applied to medicine so that it can get 19 
better and work harder on preventing the cancerous cells to 20 
spread or get worse.  Doctors and scientists can use this 21 
knowledge to help them to better treat their patients and answer 22 
any questions their patients may have about their bodies.  The 23 
research and knowledge can help both patients and doctors.   24 

 25 
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 1 

The Mars 2020 Rover 2 
By: Kenwan Rice, Demari Smith, Javon West 3 

 4 
It generally takes about 5 to 20 minutes for a radio signal to travel 5 
the distance between Mars and Earth, depending on where the 6 
planets are positioned at that time.   7 
 8 
Mars 2020 has three antennas (an ultra-high frequency antenna, 9 
an x-band high-gain antenna, and the x-band low-gain antenna) 10 
that serve as its voice and its ears.  The antennas are located on 11 
the Rover’s deck, or its back.  It’s important to have multiple 12 
antennas, because the different antennas provide flexibility for the 13 
operators and back-up options in case something goes 14 
wrong.   Having multiple antennas provides operational flexibility 15 
and back-up options just in case they are needed.  16 

 17 

 18 
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Nanorobotics and you 1 

By: Josiah Bryant 2 
 3 

A nanobot is an extremely small robot that is designed to perform 4 
a specific task at the nanoscale dimension of 1 nm = 1.0E-9 5 
meters. In healthcare, nanobots bring great progress in protecting 6 
and maintaining the human body against viruses and bacteria. 7 

If you know about virtual reality (V.R.), you would know that the 8 
bulky headset is a problem because of too many people running 9 
into walls, etc. And you also know about the blind, and how they 10 
are badly hurt each day. But what if both of those problems could 11 
be solved through nanotechnology and contact lenses?  Soon 12 
through nanobots and contact lenses, there will no need for 13 
expensive eye surgery when people can insert contact lenses and 14 
instantly be cured.   Nanobots it can end the need for bulky 15 
headsets in virtual reality environments. 16 
 17 
Every day, people die from cancer or other diseases like ebola or 18 
strokes, etc.  But what if I tell you that with nanotechnology we can 19 
detect early stages of these diseases and stop them at the 20 
source?  If you’re wondering how it’s done, scientists would insert 21 
the nanobots into your bloodstream.  The nanobots would then 22 
search the body for any diseases and would then report findings 23 
back to the doctor, who could then treat the disease. 24 
 25 
Nanobots can perform a wide range of medical tasks, including 26 
monitoring diagnosis, treating diseases inside the human body, 27 
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and delivering specific drugs or medicine into the infected area. 1 
Nanotechnology can also be used in dentistry to prevent plaque 2 
and gingivitis, surgery to help out with more precise cuts, and can 3 
even help in gene therapy to better deliver the drug to the specific 4 
gene. 5 

 6 
In conclusion, nanorobotics have a vast use in the medical field 7 
with detecting and treating diseases, and have many uses in 8 
improving the technology of everyday life. 9 
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New Treatments and Drugs in Oral Cancer Research 1 
By: Hali Smith and Tyjahnae Morton 2 

 3 
Oral cancer appears as a growth or sore in the mouth that does 4 
not go away. When selecting the treatment, many factors are 5 
taken into consideration and the treatment should be tailored 6 
individually to the patient needs. Various efficacious 7 
nanotechnology-based carrier systems are being widely 8 
investigated for their potential in oral cancer treatment. Many 9 
treatments are very successful in helping patients recover from 10 
oral cancer. 11 

 12 
Oral cancer is a cancer that you can get in your mouth. Detection 13 
of oral cancer is important because many people have cancer and 14 
don’t even know it.  Many people are dying because it was too late 15 
when they found out that they had oral cancer.  Scientists and 16 
researchers should dedicate time to finding a cure early detection.    17 
 18 

Vaccines are a way to treat people with cancer by helping their 19 
immune system recognize and attack the cancer cells. Gene 20 
Therapy is another way to treat people and it adds new genes to 21 
the cancer cells to make them more susceptible to being killed by 22 
certain drugs. There are new radiotherapy methods. People that 23 
have been diagnosed with oral cancer can take vaccines to attack 24 
the cancer cells. The vaccines could kill the dirt that is making 25 
people with oral cancer sick. Health care providers give people 26 
gene therapy so the new genes can make the cancer cells more 27 
likely to be harmed so it would make it easier to kill them. Some of 28 
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the discoveries that they found might actually be the cure for oral 1 
cancer. Some discoveries show that black men are more likely to 2 
get oral cancer. Scientist and Researchers work in labs to find 3 
treatments to diseases like oral cancer.      4 
             5 
The discoveries we found could help people a lot. Vaccines, gene 6 
therapy, radiotherapy could save many people from dying. 7 
Vaccines could help people because people with oral cancer 8 
could take the vaccines and it could go through them and clean 9 
out all the dirt from their body and they could go to their doctor 10 
and find out that Vaccines helped them fight the battle with Oral 11 
cancer. Gene therapy could help people survive because the new 12 
genes could kill the cancer cells and find out that they have been 13 
cured. The new radiotherapy methods could help somebody by 14 
cleaning them out. All of these Discoveries can help oral cancer 15 
patients survive.     16 
 17 
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1 
This graph shows that black males have the highest rate of getting 2 
Oral cancer. Oral cancer occurs twice as often in the black 3 
population as in whites. Survival statistics for blacks over five 4 
years are also poorer at 33% versus 55% for whites. Mostly black 5 
men smoke or drink heavy.      6 
      7 
Scientist can use the information that we found because they 8 
could help people try to cure oral cancer. They could actually try to 9 
use the information to find the actual cure for oral cancer. Some 10 
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problems that might come is the new discoveries that we found 1 
might not work. Some questions are Will these treatments cure 2 
oral cancer? Scientists need to try these new discoveries and if 3 
they don’t work find something else.   4 
                                                                                                        5 
                                                                                                          6 
           7 
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Osteosarcoma  1 
 By: Najah Johnson and Shereen Farquharson  2 

 3 
Our research is about Osteosarcoma (Bone Cancer) this is an 4 
important cancer scientists and doctors should spin more time on 5 
osteosarcoma  because according to Ryan A. Durfee, Maryam 6 
Mohammed,and Hue H.Luu, 3.1 cases per million in the USOS 7 
accounts for less than 1%of all newly diagnosed cancers in adults 8 
and 3-5% of those in children. Which means that adults plus 9 
children also young adults can end up having osteosarcoma. 10 

 11 
 12 
 13 
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Researchers have found new discoveries in osteosarcoma. The 1 
American Cancer Society research different types of target 2 
therapy such as dinutuximab which attack to GD2 a protein that 3 
is important for a cancer cell growth this target therapy is still 4 
being studied. Another target therapy is Saracatinib which is also 5 
block the growth of the cancer cell, this target therapy is still being 6 
study as well. Scientists are also using targeted therapy on tumor 7 
suppressor genes, molecules involved in tumor cell migration, 8 
angiogenesis, and the cell life cycle. 9 
 10 
 11 
These discovers are important because when scientists talk about 12 
them people pay more attention because according to 1, Goldin 13 
A1, Awad M2, Kulidjian AA1 3.4 are affected worldwide. This 14 
shows that people should go to the doctor more often so you can 15 
be diagnosis early. 16 
 17 
Some questions still remain, such as, how we can prevent 18 
osteosarcoma from returning in patients. 19 
 20 
 21 
 22 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24979249 23 
 24 
 25 

 26 

 27 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Goldin%20A%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=29629690
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Goldin%20A%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=29629690
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Awad%20M%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=29629690
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Kulidjian%20AA%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=29629690
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 1 
Pediatric Obesity 2 

By: Emani Malone and Machai Whyte 3 
 4 
Childhood obesity is an issue of serious medical and social 5 
concern. Consumption of high calorie food, lack of physical activity 6 
and increased screen time are major risk factors for childhood 7 
obesity, apart from other genetics. We are looking at how to help 8 
to prevent obesity from occurring in young children. 9 
 10 
Going to the store as a child is a perfect time to go shopping for 11 
snacks. Usually there are deals as ¨2 for $1.00” or ¨1 for $0.35¨. 12 
Children believe that that is a good deal. If someone wanted to 13 
buy something healthy, the healthy snacks would cost more than 14 
the non-healthy snacks. For example, water costs $2.00 but the 15 
soda would cost $1.00. Even if someone tried to be healthy and 16 
had $1.00 in their pocket, they would choose the soda. 17 
 18 
We believe these prices at stores are absolutely terrible. These 19 
prices makes people get 2-3 bags of fattening chips. Altogether, 20 
we spend $80 million dollars on Lays chips. And America buys 21 
1,019,178 Lays chips each day. In case you wondered about 22 
candy, people spend $2.4 billion dollars each year on candy. So 23 
this means we spend $6,575,342 on candy each day.  24 
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 1 
 2 
Scientists can use this information by making certain candy and 3 
chips less unhealthy. If children eat like this their whole life, they 4 
can have some health problems in the future, or they will gain 5 
weight they don’t need. What will lawmakers do to stop these 6 
statistics from going up? They can also inform their family, friends 7 
and the public about preventing pediatric obesity. 8 
 9 

 10 
 11 
 12 
 13 
 14 
 15 
 16 
 17 
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Tumors on the Pituitary Gland 1 
By Mariah Beatty 2 

 3 
My research is about how we can cure the pituitary tumor, or 4 
abnormal growths that occur on the pituitary gland.  The pituitary 5 
gland is located below your skull and releases hormones in to our 6 
blood streams. This article will examine how we can share 7 
research with everybody, and how we can find new treatments for 8 
different types of tumors.  9 

 10 
This topic is important because people can die from pituitary 11 
tumors.  Scientists and researchers should spend time 12 
researching and finding a cure for the pituitary tumors, so that we 13 
can help people live their lives to the fullest.   14 
 15 
There are four types of pituitary tumors:  nonfunctional adenomas; 16 
prolactic-producing tumors; ACTS-producing tumors; and growth 17 
hormone-producing tumors.  Nonfunctional adenomas are the 18 
most common type and may cause headache and vision 19 
problems.  Prolactin-producing tumors are also common.  They 20 
can affect a woman’s menstrual period or her ability to make 21 
breastmilk.  In men, prolactin-producing tumors may cause 22 
erectile dysfunction.  ACTH-producing tumors affect metabolism, 23 
may cause inflammation all over the body, and slow down the 24 
immune system.  Growth hormone-producing tumors cause too 25 
much growth hormone, which cause gigantism, which includes 26 
increased height, quick growth, joint pain, and heavy sweating.   27 
 28 
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Treatment may include surgery, external radiation, radiosurgery, 1 
or medicine. Scientists have made a lot of advancements in 2 
understanding the genetics that cause pituitary tumors and have 3 
made a lot of improvements in surgical techniques to remove 4 
tumors.   However, some nonfunctional adenomas tumors do not 5 
get better after drugs.  Therefore, it is important for doctors to do 6 
more research to develop new treatments for these types of 7 
tumors 8 
   9 
References 10 
 11 
https://www.cancer.org/cancer/pituitary-tumors/about/new-12 
research.html. 13 
 14 
https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/healthlibrary/conditions/endocrin15 
ology/pituitary_tumors_85,P00424 16 
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Health Disparities Related to Premature Birth in African 1 
Americans 2 

By: Jazire Faw and Kayla Wyche 3 
 4 

We researched the health disparities that affect the African-5 
American population and that leads the disproportionate number 6 
of premature births.   A premature birth is a birth that takes place 7 
more than three weeks before the baby’s estimated due date. The 8 
rate of low birth weight among African American mothers is twice 9 
that of Caucasian mothers in Maryland.  Overall low birth weight 10 
statistics show that there are 8.6% of babies are born premature 11 
in the state of Maryland, 12.3% in Baltimore County, and are the 12 
highest in Baltimore City at 25%.  13 

 14 
Premature infants can have problems with underdeveloped lungs, 15 
which causes apnea, or difficulty breathing or their 16 
own.  Premature infants often have problems with eating on their 17 
own.  Being born so early requires long hospitalization in neonatal 18 
intensive care units (NICU) which can lead to increased risks of 19 
infections or disabilities.  20 

  21 
The best prevention of prematurity is for pregnant women to get 22 
prenatal care, take vitamins with folic acid daily, and to avoid 23 
alcohol, tobacco, and street drugs.  It is also important for 24 
pregnant women to see their healthcare provider about any 25 
chronic health conditions (diabetes, or high blood pressure) while 26 
also following a healthy, balanced diet. 27 
 28 
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County 2015 
Preterm 

Birth 
Rate 

Change 
from 2014 

Ann Arundel 9.3% Worsened 

Baltimore 10.4% No 
change 

Baltimore 
City 

13.0% Worsened 

Howard 9.3% Improved 

Montgomery 8.9% Improved 

Prince 
George’s 

10.3% Improved 

 1 
Premature birth is a major problem in the United States and 2 
disproportionately impacts black families. B’more for Healthy 3 
Babies was developed so that all of Baltimore’s babies are born at 4 
a healthy weight, full term, and ready to thrive in healthy families. 5 
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Treatment for Prostate Cancer 1 
By: Tiyon Bowie and Jaylen Galmore 2 

 3 
Prostate cancer occurs in the tissue of the male prostate gland, 4 
which is located just below the bladder and in front of the rectum. 5 
The prostate is used to make semen.  Studying prostate cancer is 6 
important, because it is a common cancer among men and finding 7 
new treatment can save more lives. According to Dr. Marc 8 
Garnick, African-American males suffer disproportionately from 9 
prostate cancer than males of other races. 10 

 11 
Scientists have made many new discoveries regarding prostate 12 
cancer. People who have prostate cancer should go to the 13 
hospital. There are special doctors who treat prostate cancer.  14 
Oncologists specialize in cancers.  Radiation oncologists treat and 15 
manage cancer by prescribing radiation therapy.  Finally, 16 
urologists treat urinary tracts diseases. 17 
 18 
There are many ways that doctors treat prostate cancer: 19 
 Surgery 20 
 Radiation Therapy 21 
 Cryotherapy (cryosurgery) 22 
 Hormone Therapy 23 
 Chemotherapy 24 
 Vaccine Treatment 25 
 Bone-Directed Treatment 26 
 27 
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This year 1.5 million people will be diagnosed with prostate 1 
cancer. The median age at diagnosis at 68 years old. There is a 2 
strong family relation with this cancer, meaning that it runs in the 3 
family.  According to the National Cancer Institute, African 4 
American men are 1.6 times more likely to develop prostate 5 
cancer than White Americans and 2.6 times more likely than Asian 6 
Americans.  Research from the journal of National Cancer Institute 7 
says that Africans Americans are more at risk because of genetic 8 
and dietary factors. African Americans have more testosterone 9 
and that contributes to prostate cancer. 10 

 11 
Prostate cancer can be treated in many ways. The choices of 12 
treatment depends on the patient’s health, age, expected life 13 
span, and personal preferences as well as the stage and grade of 14 
cancer. It is important to address the disparity with prostate cancer 15 
among African Americans. 16 

 17 
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Robotic Surgery 1 
By: Tyler Mckenzie and Joshua Terry 2 

 3 
The topic we are going to talk to you about is robotic surgery. We 4 
like this topic because it shows data that most professional 5 
doctors can’t get. Some background knowledge on this topic was 6 
that this was created in the early 2000s.The reason why they have 7 
created this way of doing surgery is because it’s a faster and 8 
easier way of doing the surgery. The way the robot knows what to 9 
do is by programming it. They take a software then upload it to the 10 
robots mainframe which powers the robot and also controls it. 11 
After the programming is done they code it which is a way to tell it 12 
what to do by certain commands. The commands are there to help 13 
the bot when it malfunctions or gets stuck on a process. Once the 14 
bot realizes what to do when it’s malfunctioned the bot will 15 
continue with the surgery.  16 
 17 
People have many concerns with this way of doing surgery. The 18 
reason why they have problems with this way of doing surgery is 19 
because people think that if the robot isn’t programmed to deal 20 
with certain situations it will end up killing their client. The other 21 
way is when they get stuck on a certain step. People think this is a 22 
problem because the robot won’t know what to do. I think this is a 23 
great idea because it helps cover data that some doctors won’t be 24 
able to get. I also think if they program robots to do certain stuff 25 
depending on the situation it’s in. This is a interesting topic in 26 
general because it talks a lot about how robots help the world. 27 
One way it can help is the programming. Some of the other 28 
concerns is the programmers behind the bots. The reason why we 29 
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say this is because some people do not know what they are doing 1 
when it comes to programming.  2 
 3 
After we did some research on disparities we found medicines and 4 
applications. We did a little more digging to find the surgeries 5 

performed by robotic surgery. Some of the surgeries we found 6 
were robotic arms and legs but we felt that the heart transplant 7 
was the most important to research purposes. The reason why we 8 
said this was the most important was because it said how vital and 9 
important the heart was to the body and when transplanted there 10 
would have to be another to replace it. When we graphed this 11 
information we quickly saw how fast numbers went through the 12 
roof. 13 
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This graph shows how 64 and younger had many more surgeries 1 
than 65 and older. The reason why we thought this was a good 2 
graph is because it shows how throughout the years robotic 3 
surgery affected one age set versus another.  4 
 5 
To conclude our research we think robotic surgery is a new 6 
transformed way of doing surgery. We had a great time 7 
researching about robotic surgery and doctors. I hope we 8 
educated you on robotic surgery. 9 
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Self-Driving Cars 1 

By: Richmond Sakie, Alfonso Reed, Demonyae Smith 2 
 3 

  A self-driving car is an automated car that requires little to no 4 
attention from passenger. These cars can transition between 5 
automotive mode and manual. In May 2016, a man named Joshua 6 
Neally suffered a pulmonary embolism in his moving car on a 7 
highway. He was very lucky the car was a new Tesla Model X with 8 
an autopilot function which took him to the nearest Hospital. 9 
If you look at self-driving cars most of them have spinning objects 10 
on the top. Self-driving cars use something called lidar signals that 11 
scan their surroundings. Lidar signals are like radio waves except 12 
that they use lasers to sense the distance of the objects around it, 13 
and the makes decision based on that. 14 
 15 
Self-driving cars are already being allowed to get on the highway 16 
with regular cars. These cars have only had 12 accidents since 17 
they have gotten on the road and they were all caused by 18 
humans.  The article “The Driverless Car Is a Great Opportunity 19 
for Healthcare,” says that self-driving cars would stop accidents to 20 
increase life experience. Like when the self-driving car is going too 21 
fast and it almost hits a car, the self-driving cars will automatically 22 
stop. It also drives for people and they do not have to worry about 23 
controlling the car on their own. We can have self-driving 24 
ambulances and fire trucks. These may be safer.  25 
 26 
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 1 
Even though self-driving cars are doing the job of Uber drivers. I 2 
think if Uber drivers own a self-driving car in the future they should 3 
get paid for the work that their driverless cars do. 4 
 5 

              And do not forget how many healthcare variables there are. 6 
Mercedes-Benz salesman Rob Tinkham described how some of 7 
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their cars can already tell if the driver has become too tired to 1 
drive.  2 
 3 
In conclusion, self-driving cars will have a major impact on human 4 
lives. People who are not able to drive will now be able to go 5 
places. This help the elderly and handicapped. Self-driving 6 
ambulances and firetrucks can exist in case there are not drivers 7 
and someone is in danger. There will be a big decrease in 8 
accidents with self-driving cars, but many people will not be able 9 
to purchase self-driving cars right now because it is expansive. 10 
However, eventually many people will have self-driving cars in 11 
their garages. A downfall with self-driving cars we should all be 12 
aware of is the driving sensor malfunctioning during snowy 13 
conditions.  14 
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Innovative smartphone apps: Supporting Autism 1 
By: Kaden Johnson 2 

 3 
My research is about how smartphone apps help children with 4 
autism. I know that smartphone apps can teach our youth, but why 5 
not autistic children? Autistic children sometimes cannot 6 
comprehend right with other people. Sometimes people get 7 
scared by or feel uncomfortable with children with autism. If we 8 
can teach autistic children how to interact with others the world 9 
would be more comfortable with autism around.  10 
 11 
Autism is a psychiatric disorder that is characterized by a difficulty 12 
in communication, learning, and physical activity. Unfortunately 13 
there is no cure. Therefore the 1 in 68 children who are diagnosed 14 
with the disorder have to learn how to overcome it. Autism is hard 15 
to deal with and it can be trouble at times because people will 16 
tease autistic children, and make them feel less important. This is 17 
why we need to have better technology to support these children. 18 
 19 
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Smart Phone Application 1 
By: Ndeye Diop and Mekayla Scott 2 

  3 
Our research topic is about how to make apps and how apps 4 
benefit people. We want to recognize apps that help people more. 5 
Apps help people with health problems, they help with people in 6 
hospitals, they help with communication, etc. 7 
 8 
This topic is important because smartphones help with a lot of 9 
things. Smartphones apps are used in everyday life when using a 10 
smartphone because apps build up smartphones. If there were no 11 
apps on a smartphone there would not be a point of a 12 
smartphone. 13 
 14 
We discovered that apps are not just for games and 15 
communication. Smartphones apps are also for people who need 16 
help waking up, people who need help to find where they are, and 17 
also to help people sleep. We learned what prototyping was and 18 
we also learned the steps of making an app. Prototyping is a 19 
mock-up app that you use before you actually publish your app. 20 
When you prototype you can get feedback on your app before you 21 
publish it. After you prototype you can revise all of your feedback 22 
to improve your app so therefore others will be interested in using 23 
it. 24 

 25 

 26 
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How Do Smartphones Affect Childhood Psychology? 1 
By: Lynijah Russell and Martinique Hill 2 

  3 
The topic “How Do Smartphones Affect Childhood Psychology?” is 4 
becoming a growing epidemic for children all around America. The 5 
thought that a child could be an expert on technology before they 6 
even learn to tie their shoes is quite frightening to most. Let’s take 7 
a journey through the recent research of smartphones affecting the 8 
developing minds of kids. 9 
 10 
Does your child have possession of a cell phone (cellular device)? 11 
According to Psychcentral.com, almost 70% of eleven to twelve 12 
year-olds use mobile phones and increases to 90% by the age of 13 
14. It estimates to 25% of children between ages 2 to 5 have a 14 
smartphone. This is important because children rather prefer to play 15 
on their cell phones instead of going outside which can reduce how 16 
much vitamin D they get from the sun which could stop them from 17 
growing. We think scientist should dedicate time and resources into 18 
this subject because it can affect social behavior, mental health, 19 
and brain development. Parents and teachers think that their 20 
children are addicted to smartphones, some children could go as 21 
far as misbehaving such as throwing tantrums, whining and crying 22 
if they get interrupted by their cell phones. In school some students 23 
use their phones during class instead of paying attention to the 24 
teacher which could leave to failure. 25 
 26 
According to Dr. Gary Smalls, head of UCLA’s memory and 27 
research center, too much radiation is not good for anyone. 28 
Dr.Small reminds us of small dangerous hazards that has been 29 
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forgotten through the years. He brings up the fact that a cell phone 1 
does not produce enough radiation to harm a child but after enough 2 
time, it will start to harm them. Dr.Small also brings up the recurring 3 
issue that technology can affect the developing brains of 4 
children.  The average child most critical brain stages are between 5 
ages 2 and 3, they develop social skills, and the critical learning 6 
stages, such as learning their colors, numbers, and ABC’s. But, 7 
because of technology being given to children of young ages, they 8 
are deprived of those critical moments that give them social skills 9 
and critical learning steps. They will soon grow up to believing their 10 
life is really in a game or social media. A child soon develops a 11 
phobia called Nomophobia (NO PHOne phoBIA), or the fear of not 12 
being able to use their mobile phone. According to recent studies, 13 
the average 8-10 year old sends almost 8 hours a day on their 14 
phone and children older spends 11 or more hours on their phone.  15 
       16 
Cell phones emit a form of electromagnetic field called radio 17 
frequency (RF) radiation. We have been led to believe that this 18 
radiation is harmless because of the low power levels involved, and 19 
and because its non-ionizing .Unfortunately, the cell phone 20 
radiation has the ability to penetrate our bodies and cause untold 21 
damage. Using your cell phone for a half an hour per day increases 22 
your risk of brain tumor by 40% thousands of studies link cell phone 23 
radiation to a long list of serious illnesses. But cell phones can 24 
cause brain cancer. Cell phone radiation exposure has been 25 
principally linked two types of brain tumors gliomas and acoustic 26 
neuromas.  27 
 28 
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According to some websites some people feel that you should not 1 
give your child a phone. Ms. Grosman said she and her husband 2 
worried if they should shield their son from addictive apps. She is 3 
worried that her son would get addicted to their phones and not 4 
want to do anything else. Other people think that children should 5 
have phones because of safety reasons and because it keeps 6 
their younger children from misbehaving, so a lot of parents and 7 
teachers etc. are not approving of smartphones for various 8 
reasons. Most adults think that smartphones are very over taking 9 
and people would do anything for it which could be very worrying 10 
for parents.   11 

 12 
In conclusion, children using smartphones has increased in time. 13 
It is also affecting them greatly. According to AAP (American 14 
Academy Pediatrics) News and Journals Gateway parents should 15 
limit the amount of total entertainment screen time to 1 to 2 hours 16 
per day. Children under 5 years of age should not have access to 17 
cellphones. You should keep children in far range of a cell phone, 18 
monitor what media their children are using and accessing, 19 
including any websites they are visiting and social media sites 20 
they may be using, co-view TV, movies, and videos with children 21 
and teenagers, and use this as a way of discussing important 22 
family values. Be an active parent by establishing a family home 23 
use plan for all media and internet. As part of the plan, enforce a 24 
mealtime and bedtime “curfew” for all devices. Establish 25 
reasonable but firm rules about cell phones, texting, Internet, and 26 
social media use. 27 
 28 
 29 
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Smoking in African American Adolescents  1 
By Princaya Sanders 2 

 3 
The purpose of doing this study is to examine the effects of 4 
smoking on the African American race and to explore tobacco use 5 
among African American youth,  6 

 7 
According to the Center for Disease Control (CDC), African 8 
Americans start smoking later in life than other races. However, 9 
African Americans are more likely to die from smoking-related 10 
diseases than white Americans.  In fact, the CDC explains that 11 
tobacco is a major contributor to heart disease, cancer and stroke, 12 
which are the three leading causes of death among African 13 
Americans. 14 
 15 
The CDC also says that African American youth and young adults 16 
have lower rates of cigarette smoking than Hispanics and 17 
whites.  However, African American children are more likely to be 18 
exposed to secondhand smoke.  Tobacco use is unhealthy for 19 
anyone, but it is particularly unhealthy for children and teenagers 20 
whose lungs are still developing.  21 

 22 
So even though African Americans have lower rates of cigarette 23 
smoking, smoke fewer cigarettes, and start smoking at a later 24 
rage compared to other races, African Americans are still more 25 
likely to die from smoking-related deaths.  The CDC writes that 26 
tobacco industry has used marketing to target African Americans 27 
and to maintain a positive image in the African American 28 
community. 29 
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 1 
Researcher should spend time on ways to target the African 2 
American community to reduce the burden of tobacco-related 3 
deaths.   4 
 5 
References 6 
 7 
https://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/disparities/african-8 
americans/index.htm 9 
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 1 

How Chronic Stress Affects the Health of African Americans 2 
By: Ahron Fennell 3 

 4 
My research is about how stress affects African Americans.  My 5 
research will also explore how chronic stress affects people’s 6 
health in a negative way.   Research by the American 7 
Psychological Association (APA) explains that African Americans 8 
are more likely to experience chronic stress because they are 9 
more likely to face economic disadvantages and to experience 10 
racism, which may contribute to health disparities among the 11 
African American community. 12 

 13 
This topic is important because African Americans go through a lot 14 
of stress which contributes to health disparities. Research shows 15 
that when people experience stress, they are more likely to resort 16 
to unhealthy coping habits, like smoking cigarettes, drinking 17 
alcohol, or using drugs.  Scientists should work to solve this 18 
problem so there could be less drug usage in our community and 19 
so that we can reduce health disparities.   20 

 21 
Stress affects health in negative ways.  The National Institute of 22 
Health (NIH) and the Mayo Clinic have found that stress leads to 23 
an increase risk of coronary vascular diseases, obesity, diabetes, 24 
depression, cognitive impairment and autoimmune 25 
disorders.  Stress also damages the immune system, making it 26 
more difficult for people to fight off diseases and illnesses. 27 

 28 
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Since chronic stress leads to health disparities, individuals can 1 
address the disparities by learning to cope with stress in healthier 2 
ways.   Healthy coping skills include using a stress ball or keeping 3 
a stress diary to help or, taking time to smile and laugh with 4 
friends. It is also important for people to get enough sleep.   5 

 6 
In conclusion, African Americans are more likely to experience 7 
chronic stress.  This stress contributes to health disparities, as 8 
stress damages the immune system or causes people to start 9 
smoking or using drugs.  It is important for doctors to help their 10 
patients cope with stress in healthy ways.  Since the APA says 11 
that African Americans are more likely to experience chronic 12 
stress because of poverty or racism, it is important for us do things 13 
to fight against poverty and racism, like participating in peaceful 14 
protests or donating to our community. 15 
 16 
References 17 
http://www.apa.org/topics/health-disparities/fact-sheet-stress.aspx 18 
 19 
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 1 
Solar Roadways:  Redefining Energy 2 
By: Damia Finley and Timensi Stewart  3 

 4 
Our research topic is on solar roadways.  Solar roadways are 5 
supposed to be an energy efficient way to travel and a positive 6 
step towards a more energy efficient future.  However, in this 7 
project, we focused on the trials and errors as we develop this 8 
roadway of the future. 9 

 10 
Solar roadways are important to study because they have many 11 
benefits. One of them is that the solar panels can be made from 12 
recyclable materials. By using those types of materials, it would 13 
cost less. Also, it would seem more environmentally friendly so it 14 
would cause less pollution. Furthermore, we think that most 15 
people would enjoy the new benefits of the solar roadways.  16 

 17 
These solar roadways were created by Julie and Scott Brusaw in 18 
2006.  The Brusaws started a company so that they hey could 19 
create the solar panels to make the solar roadways. We don’t 20 
really know if they ever went to any scientific conferences. We 21 
haven't found any scientific journals on this topic nor have we 22 
heard of any. This concludes this paragraph of information on the 23 
background of the solar roadways. 24 

 25 
As for applications in science, the solar roadways would reduce 26 
the greenhouse gases that cause climate change. It also would 27 
have other insects and animals come and adapt to a new climate 28 
that people live in and the insects would possibly carry diseases. 29 
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So with less pollution and climate change, people would possibly 1 
be healthier and safer.  2 

 3 

 4 

 5 
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Drug Treatment for Stomach Cancer 1 
By Lamar Hill, Damonte Shields, and Lasonjay White 2 

 3 
Stomach cancer usually begins in the mucus-producing cells that 4 
line the stomach. This type of cancer is called adenocarcinoma. A 5 
stomach cancer diagnosis is life changing, because it can kill you. 6 

 7 
This topic is important because stomach cancer is deadly and you 8 
wouldn’t be able to digest your food correctly. I think that scientist 9 
and researchers should dedicate time and resources to this study 10 
so elders won’t die faster than they are supposed to. Stomach 11 
cancer is the fourth most common cancer worldwide, and the 12 
second most common cause of cancer death. 13 

 14 
Some risk factors are being a male, and being over the age 50, 15 
and it is also more common in Hispanic Americans, African 16 
Americans, Native Americans, and Asian Americans. A major 17 
cause of stomach cancer is the when the bacteria helicobacter 18 
pylori (h.pylori) infects the stomach. 19 
 20 
There are four stages of treatment for stomach 21 
cancer:  antibiotics, antioxidants, chemotherapy drugs and 22 
combinations, and targeted therapies. Antibiotics can prevent 23 
stomach cancer by preventing pre-cancerous stomach 24 
abnormalities. Antioxidants can prevent stomach cancer because 25 
it has nutrients that can destroy free radicals.  26 

 27 
If we can prevent h.pylori, we can possibly prevent stomach 28 
cancer. 29 
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 3 

In the future, scientists should focus their research on learning 4 
how to prevent or treat h.pylori bacterial infections so that they can 5 
prevent this fatal form of cancer.  I believe scientists can use this 6 
information in a progressive way and move forward into curing 7 
stomach cancer.  8 
 9 
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New Treatments and Drugs in Thyroid Cancer 1 
By Kai-yonna Hughes Ke’Ron Jones 2 

 3 
Our research is about the recent discoveries for medical 4 
treatments and drugs for thyroid cancer. In the past five years, 5 
cancer research has improved as well as the technology used in 6 
treating cancer. 7 

 8 
The thyroid gland produces hormones for every organ, and it also 9 
regulates your metabolism. Scientists should dedicate time to 10 
improving treatments for thyroid cancer, because the thyroid 11 
controls all of the organs of the body and if your thyroid become 12 
underactive your body process will be slower and change the 13 
function of your entire body system. Some people may be 14 
surprised to learn that thyroid cancer is curable.  15 

 16 
There are many ways to identify and treat thyroid cancer.  The 17 
inherited medullary thyroid cancer now makes it possible to 18 
identify family members carrying the abnormal R.E.T gene and to 19 
remove the thyroid to prevent cancer from developing in the area. 20 
This makes it easier to remove the cancer and prevent it from 21 
spreading.  22 
 23 
There are more recent ways to detect thyroid 24 
cancer.  Laryngoscopy is a procedure where the doctor checks 25 
the larynx (voice box) with a mirror or with a laryngoscope. A 26 
thyroid tumor may press against the vocal cords, so the 27 
laryngoscope procedure is used to see if the vocal cords are 28 
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moving normally. Patients can also get an ultrasound or a CT 1 
scan to see if they have thyroid cancer. 2 
 3 
The National Institute of Health (NIH) discovered new treatments 4 
for adult thyroid cancer and children thyroid cancer. The latest 5 
update for these discoveries was in April 19, 2018. The 6 
thyroglobulin test is used to find thyroid cancer in children.  In the 7 
thyroglobulin test, the blood is checked for the amount of protein 8 
made by the thyroid gland. If the levels are low or absent with 9 
normal thyroid function but may be higher with thyroid cancer or 10 
other conditions. 11 
 12 
The trial cabozantinib is a viable option for patients with a 13 
metatastic, radioactive iodine-resistant thyroid cancer. There are 14 
currently two approved treatments in this type of thyroid cancer, 15 
and both are kinase inhibitors. In the trial of kinase inhibitors, 16 
tumors were shrunk in 34 out of 35 patients.  17 
 18 
These recent treatments are helping patients with thyroid cancer 19 
and giving them a longer chance of survival. Public 20 
announcements and events are trying to educate the community 21 
about the new advancements in thyroid cancer treatments. 22 
 23 
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 1 
 2 

In conclusion, as the years go by there are many changes to the 3 
medical advancements for different diseases. Like treatments for 4 
other forms of cancers, treatments for thyroid cancer are slowly 5 
being improved and progressing due to the recent updates in 6 
technology and science. 7 
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Cerebral Palsy and Video Games 1 
By: Jaden Buggs and Jackson Collins 2 

 3 
Our research is about video game therapy for people with cerebral 4 
palsy. Cerebral palsy (CP) is a condition that negatively affects 5 
your motor skills and coordination, since it involves damage to 6 
your brain most commonly before birth. It has been shown that 7 
video games can improve motor skills in cerebral palsy patients.  8 

 9 
It’s important to inform people there are ways to improve the lives 10 
of cerebral palsy patients. Although CP is a rare and serious 11 
condition, scientists have conducted research that shows there 12 
are effective treatments to help cerebral patients--one of these 13 
therapies involves video games. People might think CP means 14 
that you can’t do anything to help, but in reality video games can 15 
help. 16 
 17 
Scientists have discovered that video games increase motivation, 18 
learning, and reward pathways in the brain. This is called 19 
neuroplasticity. Neuroplasticity is your brain’s ability to adapt and 20 
learn from exposure to new things and ideas. Movement-based 21 
video games have been shown to improve this neuroplasticity, 22 
through introducing new motions to cerebral palsy patients.  23 
Additionally, it has been observed that children with cerebral palsy 24 
enjoy this movement-based video games. Research has also 25 
shown that this type of therapy for cerebral palsy patients is 26 
relatively safe. Since video game therapy is a safe and enjoyable 27 
option, it is innovative in cerebral palsy therapy. 28 

 29 
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Medicinally, cerebral palsy patients can benefit from the 1 
movements and fun they have through video game therapy. 2 
These applications include: physical exercise through video 3 
games movements (activity for 20=30 min per day, 5 days per 4 
week), and occupational therapy, stretching, physical therapy, 5 
surgery (games), gastrostomy.  6 
 7 
CP is rare and there are a variety of symptoms, there are lots of 8 
possible treatments. 9 

 10 
 11 
 12 
 13 
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